Abstract. Heuristics for discovering predicates for abstraction are an essential part of software model checkers. Picking the right predicates affects the runtime of a model checker, or determines if a model checker is able to solve a verification task at all. In this paper we present a method to systematically specify heuristics for generating program-specific abstractions. The heuristics can be used to generate initial abstractions, and to guide abstraction refinement through templates provided for Craig interpolation. We describe the heuristics using variable roles, which allow us to pick domain-specific predicates according to the program under analysis. Variable roles identify typical variable usage patterns and can be computed using lightweight static analysis, for instance with the help of of-the-shelf logical programming engines. We implemented a prototype tool which extracts initial predicates and templates for C programs and passes them to the Eldarica model checker in the form of source code annotations. For evaluation, we defined a set of heuristics, motivated by Eldarica's previous built-in heuristics and typical verification benchmarks from the literature and SV-COMP. We evaluate our approach on a set of more than 500 programs, and observe an overall increase in the number of solved tasks by 11.2%, and significant speedup on certain benchmark families.
Introduction
Analysis tools, in particular software model checkers, achieve automation by mapping systems with infinite state space to finite-state abstractions that can be explored exhaustively. One of the most important classes of abstraction is predicate abstraction [13] , defined through a set of predicates capturing relevant data or control properties in a program. Picking the right predicates, either upfront or dynamically during analysis [5] , is essential in this setting to ensure rapid convergence of a model checker, and is in practice achieved through a combination of "systematic" methods (for CEGAR, in particular through Craig interpolation) and heuristics. For instance, SLAM extracts refinement predicates from counterexamples using domain-specific heuristics [16] ; YOGI uses machine learning to choose the default set of heuristics for picking predicates [19] ; CPAchecker uses domain types to decide whether to represent variables explicitly or using BDDs [2] , and to choose refinement predicates [4] ; and Eldarica uses heuristics to guide the process of Craig interpolation [18] . Similar heuristics can be identified in tools based on abstract interpretation, among others.
The goal of the present paper is to systematise the definition of abstraction heuristics, and this way enable easier and more effective adaptation of analysis tools to specific domains. In order to effectively construct program abstractions, it is essential for an analysis tool to have (semantic) information about variables and data-structures used in the program. We propose a methodology in which heuristics are defined with the help of variable roles [9] , which are features capturing typical variable usage patterns and which can be computed through lightweight static analysis. Knowledge about roles of variables can be used to generate problem-specific parameters for model checkers, or other analysis tools, and thus optimise the actual later analysis process.
As a case study, we describe how variable roles can be used to infer code annotations for the CEGAR-based model checker Eldarica [20] . Eldarica has two main parameters controlling the analysis process: initial predicates for predicate abstraction, and templates guiding Craig interpolation during counterexamplebased refinement [18] . Both parameters can be provided in the form of sourcecode annotations. We focus on the analysis of C programs defined purely over integer scalar variables, i.e., not containing arrays, pointers, heap-based data structures and bitvectors. By manually inspecting a (small) sample of such programs from SV-COMP [3] , we were able to identify a compact set of relevant variable roles, and of heuristics for choosing predicates and templates based on those roles. To evaluate the effectiveness of the heuristics, we compared the performance of Eldarica (with and without the heuristics), and of other model checkers on a set of over 500 programs taken from the literature and SV-COMP. We observe an increase in the number of solved tasks by 11.2% when using our heuristics, and speedups on certain benchmark families.
Contributions of the paper are: 1. We introduce a methodology for defining abstraction heuristics using variable roles; 2. we define 8 roles and corresponding heuristics for efficiently analysing C programs with scalar variables; 3. we implement our approach and perform an extensive experimental evaluation.
Related Work Patterns of variable usage were studied in multiple disciplines, e.g. in teaching programming languages [21] (where the patterns were called variable roles), in type systems for inferring equivalence relations for types [22] , and others. In [9] a set of patterns, also called variable roles, was defined using data-flow analysis, based on a set of C benchmarks 3 . In [7, 8] variable roles were used to build a portfolio solver for software verification. Similarly to variable roles, code patterns recognised with light-weight static analyses are used in the bug-finding tool Coverity [11] to devise heuristics for ranking possible bugs. Domain types in CPAChecker [4] can be viewed as a restricted class of variable roles. Differently from this work, where variable roles guide the generation of interpolants, the domain types are used in [4] to choose the "best" interpolant from a set of generated interpolants. In addition, our method generates rolebased initial predicates, while the method of [4] does not.
There has been extensive research on tuning abstraction refinement techniques, in such a way that convergence of model checkers is ensured or improved. This research in particular considers various methods of Craig interpolation, and controls features such as interpolant strength, interpolant size, the number of distinct symbols in interpolants, or syntactic features like the magnitude of coefficients; for a detailed survey we refer the reader to our previous work [18] .
Introductory Examples of Domain-Specific Abstraction
We introduce our approach on two examples. These and all further examples in this paper are taken from the benchmarks of the software competition SV-COMP'16 [3] . We simplified some of the examples for demonstration purposes.
Motivation example 1. The code in Fig. 1 .1 initializes variables max1, max2 and max3 to id1, id2 and id3 respectively, which are in turn initialized non-deterministically. The assume statement at lines 9-10 is an Eldarica-specific directive, which puts a restriction that control reaches line 12 only if id1!=id2 && id1!=id3 && id2!=id3 evaluates to true. In the loop the value max{id1,id2,id3}, which is the maximum of id1, id2 and id3 is calculated: At the first iteration, max1 is assigned the value max{id1,id3}, and max2 and max3 are assigned the value max{id1,id2,id3}. After the second iteration max1, max2 and max3 all store the value max{id1,id2,id3}. Since id1, id2 and id3 have distinct values, only one of the conditions in lines 19-21 evaluates to true. The assertion checks that the value of exactly one of variables max1, max2 and max3 remains unchanged after two iterations, namely max i , where i=arg max j {id j }.
It takes Eldarica 27 CEGAR iterations and 19 sec to prove the program safe. However, for 88 out of 108 original programs from SV-COMP with this pattern in category "Integers and Control Flow", of which the code in Fig.  1 .1 is a simplified form 4 , Eldarica does not give an answer within the time limit of 15 minutes. Predicate abstraction needs to generate for these programs from 116 to 996 predicates, depending on the number of values, for which the maximum is calculated. Since predicates are added step-wise in the CEGAR loop, checking these benchmarks is time consuming. We therefore suggest a method of generating the predicates upfront.
In order to prove that exactly one condition in lines 18-20 evaluates to true and cnt is incremented by one, predicate abstraction needs to track the values assigned to variables max1, max2 and max3 with 9 predicates: max1==id1, max1==id2, max1==id3, etc. Additionally, in order to precisely evaluate conditions in lines 13-15, abstraction needs to track the ordering of variables id1, id2 and id3 with 6 predicates which compare variables id1, id2 and id3 pairwise: id1<id2, id1>id2, and so on.
To generate the above mentioned 15 predicates our algorithm uses the following variable roles. Variable is input if it is assigned a return value of an external function call. This pattern is often used in SV-COMP to initialize variables non-deterministically, e.g. id1=nondet char(), where variables id1, id2, id3 are inputs. Variables which are assigned only inputs are run-time analogues of compile-time enumerations. A variable is dynamic enumeration if it is assigned only constant values or input variables, i.e. variables max1, max2 and max3 are dynamic enumerations. For each dynamic enumeration x which takes values v1,. . .,vn, our algorithm generates n equality predicates: x==v1, . . ., x==vn.
Variable x is extremum if it is used in the pattern if(comp expr)x = y, where comp expr is a comparison operator > or < applied to y and some expression expr, e.g. y>expr. For every variable x which is both dynamic enumeration and extremum, our algorithm generates pairwise comparisons for all pairs of input values v1,. . .,vn assigned to x, e.g. v1<v2, v1>v2, and so on.
Eldarica proves the program in Fig. 1 .1 annotated with the 15 predicates in 8 sec and 0 CEGAR iterations, and it takes Eldarica from 21 to 858 sec (and from 0 to 4 CEGAR iterations) to prove 53 programs from SV-COMP with this pattern annotated analogously. For the remaining 55 benchmarks with this pattern from SV-COMP the number of abstract states becomes too large for Eldarica to be checked within the time limit.
Motivation example 2. The code in Fig. 1 .2 increments variables i and k in the loop at line 6 until i reaches n, and decrements variables j and k in the loop at lines 7-9 until j reaches 0. The assertion checking that the value of variable k remains positive in the loop can be proven using the predicates k>=i and k>=j. These predicates are difficult to find, e.g., the baseline version of Eldarica [20] keeps generating a sequence of pairs of predicates (i<=1,k<=1), (i<=2,k<=2), etc. As demonstrated by this example, heuristics are needed to guide interpolation towards finding suitable refinement predicates. The community has suggested various heuristics for the above example, e.g., the most recent version of Eldarica [18] proves the program safe in 5 sec and 6 CEGAR iterations.
We suggest to generate predicate templates demand-driven from the code under analysis. For the above example, we propose a heuristic which tracks the dependencies between loop counters: The heuristic searches for variables x assigned in a loop in a statement matching the pattern x=x+expr, where expr is an arbitrary expression. For each pair x1 and x2 of such variables the heuristic generates a predicate template x1-x2. This template restricts the search space of the interpolation solver to predicates of the form x1-x2>=n, n∈ N. To formalise the heuristic we introduce the following role: local counter is a variable assigned in a loop in a statement x=x+expr, where expr is an arbitrary expression. Note that we do not restrict expr to be a constant, in contrast to induction variables [1] , since the heuristic is a trade-off between generality and computational cost and performs well in practice.
Methodology for choosing roles. To choose roles and role-based predicates and templates, we investigated benchmarks of the competition SV-COMP'16 from categories "Integers and Control Flow" and "Loops" and loop invariant generation benchmarks (appr. 30 benchmarks altogether) on which Eldarica did not give an answer within the time limit of 15 minutes. We manually inspected the code of these benchmarks and annotated the benchmarks with a minimum set of predicates and templates so that Eldarica checks the benchmarks within the time limit. We then derived new variable roles which captured specific code patterns in which the annotated variables were used.
Predicate Abstraction and Refinement
We outline the algorithm implemented by predicate abstraction-based software model checkers, in particular the Eldarica tool [20] used as test-bed. As the core procedure, Eldarica applies predicate abstraction [13] and counterexampleguided abstraction refinement [5] to check the satisfiability of Horn constraints expressing safety properties of a software program [14, 20, 15] . The procedure has two main parameters that can be used to tune the abstraction process:
-initial predicates Π 0 for predicate abstraction (see Sect. 2.1); -interpolation templates T that guide Craig interpolation towards meaningful predicates during abstraction refinement (see Sect. 2.2).
The pair (Π 0 , T ) can be computed with the help of variable roles, as outlined in the previous section. It is important to note that neither parameter has any effect on soundness of a model checker, only termination is affected.
Solving Horn Clauses with Predicate Abstraction
A Horn clause is a formula of the form [14] or Eldarica [20] construct solutions of Horn clauses in disjunctive normal form by building an abstract reachability graph (ARG) over a set of given predicates. For this, a Horn solver maintains a mapping Π : R → P fin (For ) from relation symbols p ∈ R to finite sets of predicates. The solver starts from some initial mapping Π = Π 0 ; for instance, mapping every relation symbol to an empty set of predicates. The solver will then attempt to construct a closed ARG by means of fixed-point computation, which can either succeed (in which case a solution of the Horn clauses has been derived), or fail because some assertion clause ϕ ∧ p 1 (t 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ p n (t n ) → false is violated during the construction. In the latter case, a connected acyclic ARG fragment can be extracted that leads from entry clauses (clauses ϕ → H without relation symbols in the body) to the violated assertion clause. A theorem prover is then used to verify that the counterexample is genuine; spurious counterexamples are eliminated by generating additional predicates by means of Craig interpolation, leading to an extended mapping Π = Π 1 and refined abstraction.
Craig Interpolation with Templates
Predicate abstraction-based model checkers rely on theorem provers to find suitable interpolants, or interpolants containing the right predicates, in a generally infinite lattice of interpolants for every extracted counterexample (represented as acyclic ARG fragments). Eldarica uses interpolation abstraction [18] as a semantic way to guide the interpolation procedure towards "good" interpolants; in this method, interpolation queries are instrumented to restrict the symbols that can occur in interpolants, ranking the interpolants with the help of templates. It has previously been shown that interpolation abstraction can significantly improve the performance of Horn solvers [18] .
In the scope of this paper, we focus on templates in the form of terms. As an example, consider the binary interpolation query A∧B with A = (x = 1∧y = 2) and B = (x > y). The interpolation problem has multiple solutions I (with the property that A ⇒ I and B ⇒ ¬I), including I 1 = (x = 1∧y = 2) and I 2 = (y = x + 1). In a software model checker, clearly I 2 is preferable, since it abstracts from concrete values of the variables. Interpolation abstraction can be used to distinguish between I 1 and I 2 , by preventing theorem provers, e.g., to compute I 1 as an interpolant. For this, template terms are used to capture the expressions that an interpolant might contain. In the example, given templates {x, y}, a theorem prover could compute either of I 1 , I 2 ; with the template {x − y}, a theorem prover could return (x − y = −1) ≡ I 2 , but no longer I 1 .
In Eldarica, software programs can be annotated to express preference of certain interpolants. For instance, line 4 of the code in Fig. 1.2 can be annotated to express that the differences i-k and j-k are preferred templates:
4 int k, /*@ terms_tpl {i-k} @*/ i, /*@ term_tpl{j-k} @*/ j;
Annotations are attached to variable declarations, and are then applied when computing interpolants at control points in the scope of the variable. If no interpolant can be constructed using this template, a conventional interpolant will be used. Besides manual annotation, Eldarica also has a set of inbuilt heuristics to choose meaningful templates automatically [18] .
Role-based Predicates and Templates
Specification language for roles. In this section we describe a framework for the specification and computation of role-based initial predicates and predicate templates. Roles are usage patterns of variables, we introduce and formalize them as data-flow analyses in our previous work [9] . Here we re-formulate roles as logic queries on the control-flow graph (CFG) of a program. We choose logic programming as a formalism for two reasons: first, its notation is well known, and second, we can use of-the-shelf logic engines for the computation of roles. Specifically, we use the syntax and standard fixed point semantics of Datalog.
Preliminaries on Datalog. A rule in Datalog is of the form A 0 :-L 1 , . . . ,L n . The head of a rule A 0 is an atom. The body of a rule {L i } is a set of literals, and each literal L i is of the form A or not A for an atom A, where the connective not corresponds to default negation. An atom takes boolean values and is of the form 1. p(t 1 , . . . , t m ), or 2. t 0 =f(t 1 , . . . , t k ), or 3. t 1 op t 2 , where p is a predicate symbol, f is a function symbol, t j are term symbols and op is a comparison operator (e.g. >, !=, etc.). Atom t 0 =f(t 1 , . . . , t k ) always evaluates to true and assigns to term t 0 the result of function f(t 1 , . . . , t k ). Each term t j is a constant symbol (i.e. a function symbol with arity 0), a variable, or an integer. Predicate and function symbols start with a small letter, and variables start with a capital letter. A rule is evaluated as follows: if every literal L i in the body evaluates to true, then the atom A 0 in the head evaluates to true. A rule with empty body is called a fact.
Translation of C code to a logic program. We assume a C program to be given as a logic program, where each node and edge in the control-flow graph is translated to one or more facts in the logic program. For example, the code in Fig. 2a is translated to a logic program in Fig.2b (see the CFG in Fig. 2c ). In particular, the loop condition i<n is represented with nodes 6, 3 and 7 in the We define roles local counter, extremum, input and dynamic enumeration in Fig. 3 . Specifically, in Fig. 3a we define role local counter which is used to generate templates, and in Fig. 3b we define roles which are used to generate initial predicates. Due to the lack of space we introduce the remaining roles and the generated predicates and templates informally in Table 1 . We explain the definitions of roles in Section 3.1, and the generation of predicates and templates for these roles in Section 3.2.
Definition of Roles
Role local counter. Role local counter (line 2-4 in Fig. 3 ) is defined in the scope of one loop. The set of variables to which this role is ascribed is encoded with a binary relation local cnt with a parameter corresponding to the resp. loop statement WhileStmt. The parameter is needed, because we later define a template for pairs of local counters, such that the counters have the same parameter. A variable X is ascribed role local counter if X is there is a loop statement WhileStmt, in the body of which X is assigned the sum of X and some other expression. Term sub stmt(Stmt,SubStmt) encodes that in the control flow graph SubStmt is a descendant of Stmt. Term assigned(X,Expr,AsgnStmt) encodes that variable X is assigned expression Expr in statement AsgnStmt. Term operand(Expr,Bop) encodes that Expr is an operand of binary operator Bop. For example, for code in Fig. 2a the evaluation of the rule derives the fact local cnt(3) for node node i =3. For clarity we omit rules for terms sub stmt, assigned, operand and a rule for the case when the counter is decremented.
Role extremum. Role extremum (lines 9-11) is ascribed to variable X, denoted with term extremum(X), if there is an if statement IfStmt, the condition Cond of which is a binary operator greater-than or less-than (encoded with term rel opcode(Opcode)), s.t. Cond contains a variable Y which is assigned to X in 1 % local counter 2 local_cnt(X,WhileStmt):-while_stmt(WhileStmt), 3 sub_stmt(WhileStmt,AsgnStmt), assigned(X,SumExpr,AsgnStmt), 4 bop(SumExpr), opcode(SumExpr,"+"), operand(SumExpr,X). the body of IfStmt. For example, for code if (max3>max1) max1=max3 (line 13 in Fig. 1.1) , the result of evaluating the rule is extremum(node max1 ). Relation rel opcode encodes that its parameter is a greater-than or less-than operator.
Role input. Role input (lines 14-15) is ascribed to variable X if X is assigned the result of a call CallExpr to a function Func, the body of which is not defined (encoded with atom not body(Func)). For example, for the C code 
Parity variable
3 Variable x is used in remainder operator x%c
4 Variable x is incremented in a loop by constant c, s.t. c!=1
T ={x%2}
Loop iterator
5 Variable x is modified in a loop and is used in the loop condition cond
In addition to 5), cond matches pattern expr1!=expr2
for(i=0; i!=n;i++) Π ={i<n, i>n} 7 In addition to 5), cond matches pattern expr1<expr2 (resp. expr1>expr2) and loop iterator is changed by 1 in the loop id11=nondet char() where nondet char() is defined as an external function (lines 1 and 3 in Fig. 1.1) , evaluation of the rule derives fact input(node id1 ).
Role dynamic enumeration. Role dynamic enumeration (lines 18-22) is defined via its complement not dyn enum (line 18). Fact not dyn enum(X) is generated if variable X is assigned an expression Expr which does not belong to relation dyn enum expr (line 19). The unary relation dyn enum expr includes constant literals and input and dynamic enumeration variables (lines [20] [21] [22] . For example, for code in Fig.1.1 evaluation of rules derives facts dyn enum(node max1 ), dyn enum(node max2 ) and dyn enum(node max3 ).
Role-based Predicates and Templates
Our algorithm generates initial predicates Π roles = {p | pred(p)} and templates T roles = {t | tpl(t)}, where pred(p) and tpl(t) are the facts derived by the Fig. 3a and lines 21-22 and 25-27 in Fig. 3b) . We now describe the role-based initial predicates and templates in detail.
Local counter. For every pair of local counters X and Y s,t. X and Y are modified in loop WhileStmt, a template X-Y is derived (lines 5-6). For example, for code in Fig. 1.2 the evaluation of the rule derives templates i-k and j-k.
Dynamic enumeration. For every pair of a dynamic enumeration X and input Y, s.t. Y is assigned to X, predicate X==Y is derived (lines 23-24). Term @concat encodes a call to a function which concatenates its parameters. For example, for code in Fig. 1.1 the evaluation of the rule derives predicates max1==id1, max2==id2 and max3==id3.
Input variables. For every pair of input variables Y and Z, s.t. both Y and Z are assigned to dynamic enumeration and extremum X, predicate Y<Z is derived (lines 25-27). For example, for code in Fig.1.1 the evaluation of rules derives predicates id1<id2, id1>id2, id1<id3, id1>id3, id2<id3 and id2>id3.
Evaluation
We implemented our approach in a prototype tool and evaluated the tool on altogether 549 C benchmarks 5 . Benchmarks. Table 2 lists the benchmarks and gives their characteristics. Specifically, the benchmarks contain (listed in the same order as in Table 2 ):
1. Benchmarks of the competition SV-COMP'16 from the "Integers and Control Flow" category. We excluded the Recursive sub-category and 75 benchmarks which contain C structures and arrays; 2. Benchmarks from the Loops category of SV-COMP'16 (we excluded 50 benchmarks for same reasons); 3. Benchmarks of the verification tool VeriMAP 6 . We excluded 234 duplicate benchmarks contained in SV-COMP CFI, and 2 benchmarks, for which the transition relations cannot be expressed with Presburger arithmetic;
Simplified versions
7 of the benchmarks of tool llrêve for automated program equivalence checking [12] ; 5. Loop invariant generation benchmarks of the verication tool HOLA [10] .
Tools for comparison. We evaluate the following configurations of Eldarica: without interpolation abstraction (to which we refer by Eld), with templates (Eld+B), with roles (Eld+R), and with a combination of templates and roles (Eld+BR). Table 3 lists different choices for the parameters Π 0 and T described in Section 2. As a baseline we also compare Eldarica to SMT solvers Z3 [6] and Spacer [17] . We could not compare to the duality engine of Z3 because of a bug in duality, which was not fixed by the time of paper submission. Finally, we compare Eldarica to the model checker CPAchecker, which is not based on Horn clauses. CPAchecker has very successfully participated in the software competition in the recent years and thus provides an interesting choice for comparison.
Experimental setup. We performed our experiments on 2.0GHz AMD Opteron PC (31GB RAM, 64KB L1 cache, 512KB L2 cache). We did not restrict the number of cores on which the tasks were performed. We report the wall-clock time measured using the date shell utility. For evaluation we set the value of timeout for all tools to 15 minutes, which is the value of the timeout in the SV-COMP competition. We put no memory limit on the tools.
Overall improvement of Eldarica. The results of our evaluation are represented in Fig. 4 , which shows the number of solved and unsolved tasks, with safe and unsafe tasks counted separately. Specifically, Fig. 4a gives a summary for all benchmarks, and Figures 4b-4f show detailed results for each benchmark. In the bar plots on top of each bar is the mean runtime of the respective tool, calculated without timeouts. The times for Eld+R include the times for computing roles: the mean and median time of annotating a program for all benchmarks amount to 3.8 sec and 0.8 sec resp. We observe that the best configuration of Eldarica is Eld+R, which solves the highest number of tasks for every benchmark separately and for all benchmarks. The second best configuration for most benchmarks is Eld+B. Overall Eld+R solves 11.2% more tasks than Eld+B: 4.6% more safe and 6.6% more unsafe tasks. We conclude that the configuration Eld+R improves on the previous configurations of Eldarica (Eld and Eld+B).
Comparison of runtimes. Overall, the runtime of Eld+R is comparable to the runtime of other Eldarica's configurations, but for the benchmarks SV-COMP CFI we observe a significant speedup of Eld+R, as shown in Fig. 5 . SV-COMP CFI is a specific family of benchmarks because of their big size and a large number of enumeration variables, see e.g. the code in Fig. 1.1 . Note that in Fig. 5 we compare Eld+R to Eld, which is the second best configuration, because for these benchmarks no heuristics are needed. The speedup of Eld+R for SV-COMP CFI is caused by a considerable decrease in the number of CEGAR iterations. To demonstrate this, we evaluate the configuration Eld+B with the timeout value of one hour (denoted as Eld+BH in Fig. 4c ). We observe that Eld+BH solves 12.8% more unsafe and 9.0% more safe tasks than Eld+B. To conclude, Eld+R does not increase the runtime on all benchmarks, and even shows a significant speedup for the family of benchmarks from SV-COMP CFI.
Comparison of roles with Eldarica's previous heuristics. A comparison of Eld+R to Eld+B shows that all but one benchmarks solved by old configurations of Eldarica can also be solved by Eld+R. The one benchmark not solved by Eld+R requires a predicate relating three variables in an equality, which according to our experience does not fall into frequently used patterns. Moreover, as Fig. 4 shows, the configuration Eld+BR, which combines roles and old heuristics of Eldarica, solves 3% less tasks than Eld+R. One possible reason for the slowdown (and consequently the lower number of solved benchmarks) of Eld+BR are redundant predicates generated by built-in heuristics of Eldarica. These results confirm that our framework not only describes new heuristics but also captures all previous heuristics of Eldarica.
Improvement on unsafe benchmarks. Surprisingly, the initial predicates also help to solve more unsafe benchmarks, as Fig. 4c shows. In principle, these predicates can be found by Eld+B with a higher value of runtime, as demonstrated by the configuration Eld+BH. We conclude that when variable roles are used, the number of solved unsafe tasks does not decrease in general and even increases for SV-COMP CFI benchmarks.
Comparison of Eldarica to SMT solvers. We compare Eldarica to SMT solvers Z3 and Spacer 8 . We note that a small number of tasks in benchmarks SV-COMP Loops and HOLA cannot be processed by Z3 and Spacer because of existential quantifiers in the SMT translation, which is not in the fragment handled by the PDR engine of Z3. We denote these benchmarks as "Not Supported" in Fig. 4 . We observe that, on one hand, all configurations of Eldarica outperform both Z3 and Spacer in the number of solved tasks, in particalar Eld+R solves 30% more tasks than Z3. We note, however, that our method for guiding predicate abstraction uses the structure of a program, which is not preserved on the level of SMT formulae. On the other hand, the mean runtime of Z3 is 2.0 times lower than the mean runtime of Eld+R. To conclude, Eldarica outperforms Z3 and Spacer in the number of solved tasks, but loses in speed.
Comparison of Eldarica to CPAChecker. Finally, we compare Eldarica to the model checker CPAchecker. We observe that on safe and unsafe tasks the tools show complementary strengths. In particular, CPAchecker proves more tasks unsafe than Eldarica on CFI benchmarks, and on other benchmark sets shows comparable to Eldarica results. For safe benchmarks, however, on all benchmark sets CPAchecker can prove fewer programs safe than the Eldarica configurations Eld+B, Eld+R and Eld+BR. To conclude, Eldarica with interpolation abstraction outperforms CPAchecker on safe benchmarks, while CPAchecker performs better on a family of unsafe benchmarks.
